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Hobbes actually _________________________________ through the manual

going ____________ apologize _______________ rude

__________ that he too had wanted to be a Boy Scout

and wishing ________________ his friend names

_________________________, were the meetings he _________________ attend

________ Hobbes, preoccupied with Morse Code, was _______ any attention

Calvin had no time for Hobbes' ____________ and ______ him to ____________
but Hobbes ___________________________ the manual to notice, or _________
he found himself ____________by pleasant memories
of everything __________________ cute ___________ a Boy Scout
¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦

¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦

_______________, the parents began wondering what Calvin _________
the sounds coming __________ were a little suspicious and _________
the mother ________ that Calvin's dinner was stone cold ______
prompting her husband to finally ___________

_________ he had just ___________ a motto that he didn't know Boy Scouts had

he stood up and ______ upstairs, _____________ dish out fair punishment

and ________ that __________ must be lots of fun

he came in only to see his son tied to a chair in an _________ empty room

Calvin didn't share his enthusiasm and ______________________, too
___________ as if to add insult to injury, Hobbes had begun _________ him
__________ treat and handle various injuries mentioned in the book
at this point Calvin _________ yelling and calling Hobbes an idiot
causing him to _________ that if he were in Calvin's _____
he certainly ___________________ his only possible savior names
¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦

¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦

the father appeared to be ____________ words as well as explanations

Calvin ______ Hobbes, saying the tiger _________________ this
next he claimed that Hobbes _____________________ him for ransom money
the father _______________ of it, brushing aside this ____ excuse
although Calvin _______________________, his dad ______________________ it
a stuffed tiger was the __________ here? ___________

Calvin went on to _________ to take revenge ___________ free

a little later on, Calvin was still in his room, ________ and _______

but realizing that _________ bite the hand that could untie you

while Hobbes was ______ _________ the events of the day

he changed his _____ and set to work trying to win Hobbes' sympathy

and _______ Calvin's attempts to talk ______________ trouble

by reminding him ______ the dinner that he _________________________

____ now, Calvin can't ________________ admit he _______________ himself

